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Microfluidic systems promise revolutionary new approaches for measurement devices- compact, portable and with 
low sample consumption. Anyhow, the concept often bases on exchangeable single use chips. A break through of the 

technology is only expectable if the chips can be produced at low prices. Current chip manufacturing often bases on low 
throughput processes with single chip operations. Hence, complex chip handling steps need to be included in the production 
line. In this contribution, high throughput manufacturing of microfluidic chips based on roll-to-roll (R2R) imprinting is 
presented. In a process called roll-to-roll based ultraviolet light assisted nano imprint lithography (R2R UV NIL) the surface 
pattern of a cylindrical stamp is continuously pressed to a polymer film, which got coated with a liquid resin. This resin is cured 
by UV radiation during contact with the stamp. After detaching the cured material from the stamp the microfluidic pattern 
got replicated. This process allows for parallel production of microfluidic patterns of several hundred chips per minute. The 
concept of parallel production on large polymer foils is also applied to the following process steps like electrode or biomolecule 
printing, inlet cutting and bonding technology. Hence, chips are not produced in single chip processes with complicated 
handling-production with high degree of parallelization is realized instead. The technology is demonstrated in versatile 
applications from medical diagnostics, environmental analysis as well as cell cultivation (organ-on-a-chip). In summary, the 
presented technology shows a way to future low cost manufacturing of microfluidic chips-combining large area imprinting 
of microfluidic patterns with large area printing processes of electrodes or biomolecules-all costly steps of individual chip 
handling are avoided. This can be a key to future low cost fabrication of microfluidic chips and therefore enable a broad market 
success of the technology.
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Figure: 1. (a) Schematic of the Roll-to-Roll (R2R) imprinting 
process used for high-throughput production of microfluidic 

channels and chambers..

Figure: 1. (b) A capillary electrophoresis chip in foil design from 
R2R production.


